
Pastor Roger Black recently provided the following from Susan Beaumont, Inside the Large 
Congregation.  Alban Institute, 2011

1) There is a type of congregation called “The Professional Church” with an annual budget 
of between $1 million and $2 million or a weekly worship attendance between 400 and 
800…it is called the professional church, because most of its behavior is driven by the need 
to professionalize operations….the demand for a staff team of specialists emerges. The 
professionalization of the church does not suggest that laity play a lesser role in the life of the 
congregation. It does suggest that they have to learn to play a different kind of role.” (P. 52)

2) Assimilation of new members in the professional church becomes as much about 
watching the back door as bringing people in through the front door. The professional 
congregation can quickly feel anonymous to newcomers, so finding innovative ways to keep 
track of members and to engage people beyond the Sunday worship experience takes a 
great deal of leadership energy.

3) “Pastor shifts the focus of her pastoral care away from the general body and toward 
the board, the staff team, and key lay leaders. The pastor still maintains a strong emphasis 
on vision formation but is becoming equally adept at managing the performance of the 
congregation through careful coordination of the work of staff team and board. She is figuring 
out how to create and sustain the performance management cycle of the congregation 
through goal setting, budgeting, performance review and a coaching leadership style.” (Page 
53)

4) “The staff is increasingly moving away from a generalist orientation (associate pastor) to 
a specialist orientation (pastor of senior adult ministry). An administrator may be appointed in 
this size congregation to relieve the senior pastor from having to manage the church’s day-
to-day financial, personnel, building maintenance, and information technology needs.”

5) In the professional congregation, the governing board faces a significant adaptive 
challenge. Leaders who were once so instrumental in making all of the programs of the 
church happen must learn a more distant approach to leadership. Working with the pastor on 
vision articulation, the governing board is instrumental in creating policies and systems for 
managing performance, maintaining accountability, and preventing vision-drift.”

6) Metaphorically, the professional church moves and functions like a caterpillar. A 
caterpillar has multiple legs that can all move on their own, but the work of those legs is 
highly coordinate. Like the caterpillar, the professional church moves in a single coordinate 
motion under the guidance and direction of the staff team. The governing body is the head of 
the caterpillar, making choices about the direction that the organist is moving. The staff team 
functions as the real legs, which propel the congregation forward.” (P. 59)

7) Pastoral challenges in the professional church (avg. weekend attendance, 400-800): 
The senior clergy leader must:
• Discern and articulate an energizing vision for the congregation, and translate vision into  
 specific goals to be accomplished.
• Clearly describe who the congregation is and is not, and what its mission is and is not.

“When it comes to churches, 
there’s a sociology to the 
number of people and group 
dynamics. There’s much 
more going on than a generic 
spiritual gathering.”

Sizes of Churches
House = up to 40
Small = 40-200
Medium-Sized = 200-450
Large = 400-800
Very Large Church = 800+
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BACKGROUND ON CHURCH SIZE AND THE
STRUCTURE OF THE PASTORS & STAFF

Many academics have 
studied the structure 
and growth of 
churches. St. Luke’s is 
a Large Church and fits 
all the characteristics 
of a Professional 
Church
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• Communicate a caring presence in the congregation while reducing the level of one-on- 
 one care provided to congregation members.

8) Core competencies of Senior Clergy (P. 79)
• Decision-Making Skills
• Ego Strength—appreciates the distinctiveness and value of self, without being arrogant; maintains a non-anxious presence in the midst  
 of turmoil
• Organizational Agility: know how to get things done through board, team, and committee structures as well as through information  
 relationship networks.
• Personal Resilience: cope effectively with change; seeks feedback; demonstrates a strong spiritual centeredness.
• Preaching and Worship Skills
• Process management Skills
• Public Presence—projects a clear sense of congregational identity through personal demeanor.
• Strategic Leadership Skills—can articular a clear picture of the congregations’ preferred future.
• Supervision Skills—Is good at establishing clear expectations and setting clear direction.
• Team Orientation—sets clear strategic direction for the team.

9) In a professional size church, the senior clergy leader is managing the performance of the congregation by facilitating staff team 
and board work. She is creating and sustaining the performance management cycle of the congregation through goal setting, budgeting, 
performance review, and a coaching leadership style.

10) The Specialist in a Professional Church—Each associate pastor in a church of 850 average worship attendance (four ordained pastors) 
operates with a specialized portfolio of responsibility. One is the associate minister of discipleship and spiritual formation. Other members of 
the staff team carry responsibility for the spiritual formation of children and youth.

11) The alignment of leadership and management is a key challenge for the large congregation. Once the congregation passes beyond the 
multi-sized category and into the professional size zone, it is no longer possible for one person to provide full oversight of both the leadership 
and management functions. At this point Moses needs an Aaron.” {p. 100)—taken from When Moses Meets Aaron: Staffing and Supervision 
in Large Congregations, Gil Rendle and Susan Beaumont,

12) Who is staff? In a church it is more than this dictionary definition: “a group of persons, as employees, charged with carrying out the work 
of an establishment, or executing some undertaking on its behalf.” But the work of the congregation always belongs to the laity.” (P. 113). A 
better definition is “the staff of a congregation exists to organize the human, financial, and capital resources of the congregation, in pursuit of 
the congregation’s mission. Staff are those individuals, paid and unpaid, who commit to working regularly scheduled hours and agree to be 
subject to the mission of the congregation. This definition allows for the use of volunteer staff, those willing to work without pay and willing to 
subject themselves to the accountability systems of a staff team.”

13) “After a congregation passes 450 people in weekend worship attendance the congregation begins to operate with standards of 
excellence in programming and worship that are almost impossible to maintain solely with volunteer leadership. It’s not that lay leaders don’t 
have the desire or ability to create excellent programs; it’s that they don’t have the time or expertise….Lay leadership I responsible for the 
governance (policy making, oversight, accountability) of church life. The staff team is responsible for management (program leadership and 
daily administration) of the church.” (P. 115)

14) Typical Structure: The Professional Church (p. 133)
 I. Senior Minister
 II. Associate (Pastoral Care); Associate (Spiritual Formation); Music Minister; Education Director; Administrator; Youth Pastor;  
  Children’s Director
 III. Organist; Bookkeeper; Assistant

St. Luke’s Senior Pastor Ministry Site Profile was based on the Transition Report and 
aligns with the skills needed to effectively lead St. Luke’s as outlined here.


